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Abstract. In this paper, we study 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin
packing and square packing. A sequence of rectangular items (square
items, respectively) arrive over time, which must be packed into square
bins of size 1×1. 90◦-rotation of an item is allowed. When an item arrives,
we must pack it into an active bin immediately without any knowledge
of the future items. The objective is to minimize the total number of bins
used for packing all the items in the sequence. In the 1-space bounded
variant, there is only one active bin for packing the current item. If the
active bin does not have enough space to pack the item, it must be closed
and a new active bin is opened.
Our contributions are as follows: For 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin
packing, we propose an online packing strategy with competitive ratio
5.155, surpassing the previous 8.84-competitive bound. The lower bound
of competitive ratio is also improved from 2.5 to 3. Furthermore, we
study 1-space bounded square packing, which is a special case of the
bin packing problem. We give a 4.5-competitive packing algorithm, and
prove that the lower bound of competitive ratio is at least 8/3.

1 Introduction

The bin packing problem [1–9, 11–16,19, 17, 18, 20–24] has been well studied for
more than thirty years. In the general bin packing problem, a sequence of items
are packed into bins without overlapping. The objective is to minimize the num-
ber of bins used for packing all the items in the sequence.
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Most previous studies do not impose a limit on the number of bins available
for packing the items (called active bins). We call this model unbounded space.
There is another model called bounded space, which is more realistic in many
applications. In the bounded space model, the number of active bins is bounded
by a constant, and each item can only be packed into one of the active bins. If
none of the active bins has enough space to pack an item, one of the current
active bins is closed and a new active bin is opened to pack that item.

In this paper, we consider 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing and
square packing, which are interesting variants of bin packing. In the 1-space
bounded variant, the number of active bins is only one. If an item cannot be
packed into the active bin, we have to close this bin and open a new one to
pack the item. In the 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing problem, each
item is rectangular in shape and its width and height are no more than 1. The
items must be packed into square bins of size 1 × 1. 90◦-rotation of any item
is allowed, otherwise, the competitive ratio is unbounded [12]. 1-space bounded
square packing is a special case of 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing,
where each item is a square with edge length no more than 1. Again, the objective
is to minimize the number of square bins used.

For example, as shown in Fig. 1(a), there are four items to be packed into unit
square bins, and the arrival order is A, B, C and D. After the packing position
of A is fixed, we have two choices to pack B: rotation and without rotation. If
we pack B without rotation in the same bin with A as shown in Fig. 1(b), when
item C arrives, we have to open a new bin since the current active bin does not
have enough space for packing C. In the optimal solution, these four items can
be packed into one bin (Fig. 1(c)), since item B, C and D can be rotated and
the free space in the bin can accommodate all of them in their order of arrival.

C D

A
B

(a) four items arrive in order A, B, C, and D

(c) optimal packing into one bin(b) non-optimal packing into two bins

BA

C
D

D

C

A

B

Fig. 1. Example of optimal packing and non-optimal packing

We focus on the online version of 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing
and square packing, where the items arrive over time, and when packing the
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current item, we have no information of the future items and the position of
the packed items in the bin cannot be changed. To measure the performance of
online bin packing, the general method is to use the asymptotic competitive ratio.
Consider an online algorithm A and an optimal offline algorithm OPT . For any
sequence S of items, let A(S) be the cost (number of square bins used) incurred
by algorithm A and OPT (S) be the corresponding optimal cost incurred by
algorithm OPT . The asymptotic competitive ratio for algorithm A is:

R∞
A = lim

k→∞
sup
S

{ A(S)

OPT (S)
|OPT (S) = k}.

Related works:

Both the offline and online version of the bin packing problem have been well
studied. For the offline version of two-dimensional bin packing. Chung et. al. [5]
presented an approximation algorithm with an asymptotic performance ratio of
2.125. Caprara [4] improved the upper bound to 1.69103. Bansal et al. [2] devised
a randomized algorithm with an asymptotic performance ratio of at most 1.525.
As for the offline lower bound of the approximation ratio, Bansal et al. [1] showed
that the two-dimensional bin packing problem does not admit any asymptotic
polynomial time approximation scheme.

For online one-dimensional bin packing, Johnson et al. [16] showed that the
First Fit algorithm (FF) has an asymptotic competitive ratio of 1.7. Yao [24]
improved the algorithm to obtain a better upper bound of 5/3. Lee et al. [17]
introduced the class of Harmonic algorithms, and showed that an asymptotic
competitive ratio of 1.63597 is achievable. Ramanan et al. [21] further improved
the upper bound to 1.61217. The best known upper bound is that of the Super
Harmonic algorithm of Seiden [22] which is 1.58889. As for the lower bound of
the competitive ratio, Yao [24] showed that no online algorithm can have an
asymptotic competitive ratio less than 1.5. The best known lower bound to date
is 1.54014 [23].

For two-dimensional online bin packing, the best known lower bound is
1.907 [3] while the best known upper bound is 2.5545 [13].

For bounded space online bin packing, Csirik and Johnson [6] presented an
1.7-competitive algorithm (K-Bounded Best Fit algorithms (BBFK)) for one
dimensional bin packing usingK active bins, whereK ≥ 2. Epstein et al. [8] gave
a 1.69103d-competitive algorithm using (2M − 1)d active bins, where M ≥ 10 is
an integer such that M ≥ 1/(1− (1−ε)1/(d+2))−1, ε > 0 and d is the dimension
of the bin packing problem. For the 1-space bounded variant, Fujita [12] gave an
O((log logm)2)-competitive algorithm, where m is the width of the square bin
and the size of each item is a × b, where a, b are integers no larger than m. He
also proved that the competitive ratio for the 1-bounded space variant is at least
23/11. Recently, Chin et al. [7] proposed an 8.84-competitive packing strategy.
Moreover, they proved that the lower bound of the competitive ratio is at least
2.5.

For the special case where the items are squares, there are also many re-
sults [9–11, 14, 15, 18–20]. For bounded space online square packing, Epstein and
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van Stee [10] gave a 2.3692-competitive algorithm, they also proved that the
lower bound of the competitive ratio is at least 2.36343. Januszewski and Las-
sak [15] proved that any sequence of square items with a total area of at most
5/16 can be packed into a unit bin. Han et al. [14] studied a variant in which
any packed item can be removed so as to guarantee a good competitive ratio
and presented a packing algorithm that is 3-competitive. Note that in the above
two studies, there is only one bin to pack the square items.

The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we pro-
pose a 5.155-competitive algorithm for the 1-space bounded bin packing problem;
we also prove that the lower bound of the competitive ratio is at least 3. In Sec-
tion 3, we consider 1-space bounded square packing and give a 4.5-competitive
algorithm, which is the first result in this variant. Moreover, we prove that the
lower bound of this variant is at least 8/3. In Section 4, we summarize our results
and give some future research directions.

2 1-Space Bounded 2-Dimensional Bin Packing

In this section, we propose a packing strategy for 1-space bounded 2-dimensional
bin packing with competitive ratio 5.155. In the previous 8.84-competitive algo-
rithm, the items are classified into three types according to their sizes, and the
unit bin is partitioned into two parts: the upper and lower part. The upper part
only accommodates items from the two types of the larger sizes, while the lower
part only accommodates items from the type of the smallest size. In our new
approach, there is no partition in the unit bin which means that an item can
be placed at any available position within the bin. This new approach is more
flexible than the previous one and can thus achieve better performance.

Since 90◦-rotation is allowed, we shall assume that for each rectangular item,
the width is no less than the height. We classify the rectangular items into three
classes A, B and C according to the width x as follows:

A = {(x, y)|x ≥ 1/2},
B = {(x, y)|1/4 ≤ x < 1/2}, and
C = {(x, y)|x < 1/4}.

For simplicity, let A-item denote an item belonging to class A. B-item and C-
item are defined similarly.

In our packing strategy, A-items are packed into the active bin using a top-
down approach while B-items and C-items are packed into the bin using a
bottom-up approach. If an item cannot be packed into the bin using the strategy,
we close the active bin and open a new one to pack the item.

We further divide the C-items into subclasses C0, C1, C2, .... An item (x, y)
belongs to subclass Ci, i ≥ 0, if 2−i−1/4 ≤ x < 2−i/4. Let wi denote the maximal
possible width of items from subclass Ci. Then, w0 = 1/4, w1 = 1/8, ... Each
item belonging to subclass C2j−1 or C2j (j > 0) is packed into a row with height
w2j−1 and width 1/2. The items from subclasses C2j−1 are packed from left to
right while the items from subclass C2j are packed from right to left in two
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subrows (upper and lower) keeping the lengths of the two subrows balanced at
all times (that means a new item is always packed into the shorter subrow).
Note that the Cj-items (j > 0) are packed with a 90◦-rotation. Figure 2 depicts
a row with packed items from subclass C2j−1 and C2j . When handling an item
from subclass C2j−1 (or C2j), a new row of height w2j−1 must be created if the
existing rows of height w2j−1 cannot accommodate this item.

w2j−1

C2j−1 C2j

1/2

Fig. 2. Packing C2j−1 (or C2j)-items (j > 0) into a row.

Fact 1 For any non-last row of height w2j−1, the occupation ratio is at least
5/16.

Proof. Consider the packing configuration shown in Figure 2. Assuming that
the length of the left occupied area (the total height of the packed items from
subclass C2j−1 in this row) is y, the lengths of the upper and lower subrows in
the right occupied area are y1 and y2 respectively, w.l.o.g., y1 ≥ y2.

If this configuration cannot accommodate the next item from subclass C2j−1

or C2j , we have y+ y1 + (height of the item) > 1/2 ⇒ y+ y1 + 1/8 > 1/2. Since
the lengths of the two subrows in the right occupied area are balanced, we have
y1 − y2 ≤ w2j ≤ 1/16. Therefore, the total occupied area in this row is at least
(y + y2) × w2j−1/2. Since the total area of this row is w2j−1/2, the occupation
ratio is thus at least y + y2 ≥ 5/16. ⊓⊔

The following is a detailed description of the above packing strategy.

Algorithm PS1: packing strategy for 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing
1: The A-items are packed in a top-down order with the vertical symmetry axis of

each item aligning with the vertical symmetry axis of the square bin.
2: The B-items and C-items are packed in a bottom-up order along both the left and

right side of the square bin keeping the heights of these two sides balanced at all
times, i.e., a new B-item (C0-item) or newly created row of Cj-item with j > 0, is
always packed on the side of smaller height.

3: If there is insufficient space to pack a new item (A-item, B-item, or C0-item) or a
new row (Cj-item with j > 0), the bin is closed and a new bin is opened to pack
the new item or row.

For example, given the current configuration in Figure 3, the height of the
packed A-items is y, the left and right sides of the packed B-items and C-items
are of height y1 and y2 respectively.
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Fig. 3. Packing items into a square bin.
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Fig. 4. Partition of unit bin.

Consider packing the Cj-items with j > 0. If there are more than one rows for
the subclass Cj , the last row could be almost empty while the occupation ratio of
the other rows is at least 5/16 by Fact 1. Since the last row of each subclass could
be almost empty, the total area of such rows is at most (w1+w3+w5+...)×1/2 =
(1/8 + 1/32 + ...)× 1/2 ≈ 1/12.

Theorem 1 The competitive ratio of the packing strategy PS1 is at most 5.155.

Proof. For a given sequence of items, suppose the number of bins used by the
packing strategy PS1 is n. Let oiA, o

i
B and oiC be the occupied space of A-, B-

and C- items in the i-th bin respectively. The average occupation for all the bins
is

∑n
i=1(o

i
A + oiB + oiC)/n.

Consider the packing configuration of the i-th bin as shown in Figure 3. We
have oiA ≥ y/2, oiB ≥ (y1 + y2 −

∑
j≥1 w2j−1 −m)/4 ≥ (y1 + y2 − 1/6−m)/4,

oiC ≥ m ·min{1/8,minj>0{1/2−w2j−1}} ≥ m/8, where m is the total height of
C0-items and non-last rows of Cj -items with j > 0. Let piC = m/8, qiC = oiC−piC .

When n is very large, we have
∑n

i=1(o
i
A + oiB + oiC)

n
≥ min

1≤i<n
{oiA/2+ oiB/2+piC + oi+1

A /2+ oi+1
B /2+ qi+1

C } (1)

W.l.o.g., assume y1 ≥ y2.

– If the next A-item with height u cannot be packed into this bin, we have
y + y1 + u > 1 and oi+1

A ≥ u/2. Thus,
• If y1 − y2 ≤ 1/4

oiA/2 + oiB/2 + piC + oi+1
A /2 + oi+1

B /2 + qi+1
C

≥ y/4 + (y1 + y2 − 1/6−m)/8 + u/4 +m/8
≥ y/4 + (y1 + y2)/8 + u/4− 1/48
> (1− y1)/4 + (y1 + y2)/8− 1/48
= 11/48− (y1 − y2)/8
≥ 19/96
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• If y1 − y2 > 1/4, that means the top item in the bottom-left occupied
area is a B-item. Thus, oiB ≥ (y2+y2−1/6−m)/4+(y1−y2)

2. It follows
that

oiA/2 + oiB/2 + piC + oi+1
A /2 + oi+1

B /2 + qi+1
C

≥ y/4 + (y2 + y2 − 1/6−m)/8 + (y1 − y2)
2/2 + u/4 +m/8

≥ (y + u)/4 + y2/4− 1/48 + (y1 − y2)
2/2

> (1− y1)/4 + y2/4− 1/48 + (y1 − y2)
2/2

= 11/48 + (y1 − y2)
2/2− (y1 − y2)/4

≥ 19/96

– If the next B-item with height u cannot be packed into this bin, we have
y + y2 + u > 1 and oi+1

B ≥ u2. Thus

oiA/2 + oiB/2 + piC + oi+1
A /2 + oi+1

B /2 + qi+1
C

≥ y/4 + (y1 + y2 − 1/6−m)/8 + u2/2 +m/8
= y/4 + (y1 + y2)/8 + u2/2− 1/48
≥ y/4 + y2/4 + u2/2− 1/48
> (1 − u)/4 + u2/2− 1/48
≥ 19/96

– If the next C-item with height u cannot be packed into this bin,

• if this item belongs to subclass Ci (i > 0), then as the width of wi (i > 0)
is at most 1/8, we must have y + y2 + 1/8 > 1. Thus,

oiA/2 + oiB/2 + piC + oi+1
A /2 + oi+1

B /2 + qi+1
C

≥ y/4 + (y1 + y2 − 1/6−m)/8 +m/8
= y/4 + (y1 + y2)/8− 1/48
≥ y/4 + y2/4− 1/48
> (1− 1/8)/4− 1/48
= 19/96

• if the next item with height u belongs to subclass C0, we have y +
y2 + u > 1. Note that as this C0-item will be packed into the next bin,
qi+1
C ≥ u2 − u/8. We thus have,

oiA/2 + oiB/2 + piC + oi+1
A /2 + oi+1

B /2 + qi+1
C

≥ y/4 + (y1 + y2 − 1/6−m)/8 +m/8 + (u2 − u/8)
= y/4 + (y1 + y2)/8− 1/48 + (u2 − u/8)
≥ y/4 + y2/4− 1/48 + (u2 − u/8)
> (1− u)/4− 1/48 + (u2 − u/8)
≥ 149/768

Combining all of the above cases, we conclude that the competitive ratio of
this packing strategy is at most 768/149 < 5.155. ⊓⊔

Theorem 2 The lower bound of competitive ratio for 1-space bounded 2-dimensional
bin packing is at least 3.
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Proof. Consider a sequence of items: S = {X1, X2, ..., X2n, Y1, Y2, Z1, Y3, Y4, Z2, ...,
Yn−1, Yn, Zn/2, Y1, Y2, Z1, Y3, Y4, Z2, ..., Yn}, in which ǫ = o(1/n2), and

X2i−1 = (1/2 + i · ǫ, 1/2 + i · ǫ)
X2i = (1/2− (i− 1) · ǫ, 1/2− (i− 1) · ǫ)
Yi = (1/2 + i · ǫ, 1/2− i · ǫ)
Zi = (1, (2i+ 2) · ǫ)

In the first part of the item sequence containing all the Xi items, no online
algorithm can pack any two consecutive items into one unit square bin because
the sum of the edge lengths of any two consecutive X-items is larger than 1.
Thus, at least 2n bins are used for packing all the Xi items.

For the remaining part of the item sequence containing all the Yi and Zi

items, no three consecutive Yi items with an intervening Zi item can be packed
into the same bin. As a result, at least n bins are needed to pack this part of
the item sequence.

For optimal offline packing, since X2i−1, X2i+2, Yi, Yi (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1) can
be packed into one bin; X2, Yn, Yn can be packed into one bin; X2n−1 can
be packed into one bin, and all the Zi items can be packed into one bin, the
minimum number of bins needed for packing all the items is at most n+ 2.

From the above analysis, we conclude that no online algorithm can achieve a
competitive ratio less than 3 for 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing. ⊓⊔

3 1-Space Bounded Square Packing

In 1-space bounded square packing, a sequence of square items is to be packed
into bins, where there is only one active bin at any time. If a newly arrived square
item cannot be packed into the active bin, we close the active bin and open a new
one for packing that item and subsequent items. The packing strategy in [14]
can be used for this variant directly, leading to a 6-competitive algorithm for
1-space bounded square packing.

Most of the previous studies on square packing use the method of packing
square in brick where a brick is a rectangle with aspect ratio

√
2. A brick can

be partitioned into two smaller congruent bricks of the same size. Thus, packing
a square into a brick can be done recursively. Given a square Q, we use S(Q)
to denote the smallest brick which can contain Q. Let |R| denote the area of
rectangle R.

We briefly describe the algorithm in [15] for packing a square Q in a brick
B.

– If there is no empty brick in B of size greater than or equal to S(Q), then
give up packing Q in B.

– Else pack Q into B as follows:
• if there is an empty brick congruent to S(Q), then pack Q into it,
• else partition the smallest empty brick P that is larger than S(Q) into
a sequence of bricks of area |P |/2, |P |/4,..., 2|S(Q)|, |S(Q)|, |S(Q)|,
respectively. Then pack Q into one of the two bricks of area |S(Q)|.
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The following lemma is proved in [15].

Lemma 2 If the above algorithm cannot pack an item Q in a brick B, then all
empty bricks in B are smaller than S(Q). Furthermore, there is at most one
empty brick with area |S(Q)|/2i for each i = 1, 2, ..., and the total area of the
empty bricks is less than |S(Q)|.
Fact 3 If Q is packed in a brick congruent to S(Q), then at least 1/(2

√
2) of

this brick is occupied.

3.1 A 4.5-Competitive Algorithm

We partition each unit bin as shown in Figure 4. Note that bricks A to F are
of the same size (1/3,

√
2/3). Each brick can be further partitioned into two

congruent bricks. For instance, brick A can be partitioned into Al and Ar. Our
packing strategy is as follows.

Algorithm PS2: For 1-space bounded square packing

1: For a square item s with edge length no greater than
√
2/6, we search Al, Ar, Bl,

Br, Cl, Dl, Cr, Dr, E, F , in the listed order, for an S(s) to pack the square s at
its top-left corner.

2: Else, for a square item s with edge length no greater than 1/3, we search A, B, C,
D, E, F , in the listed order, for an S(s) to pack s at its top-left corner.

3: Else, for a square item s with edge length no greater than
√
2/3, we search CD,

EF , in the listed order, for an S(s) to pack s at its bottom-left corner. Note that
CD (or EF ) is one brick for packing the item in this case.

4: Else, for a square item with edge length greater than
√
2/3, we pack it at the

bottom-right corner of the unit bin.

Fact 4 In executing Algorithm PS2, if an item s with edge length no greater
than

√
2/6 is packed in Cr or Dr, the total area of the packed items is larger

than 1/6; if an item s′ with edge length no greater than
√
2/3 is packed in E or

F , the total area of the packed items is larger than 2/9.

Proof. According to Algorithm PS2, items with edge length no greater than√
2/6 are packed into the bricks Al, Ar, Bl, Br, Cl, Dl, Cr, Dr in the listed

order. If s is packed into Cr or Dr, then using Lemma 2, it is easily verified that
there is at most one empty brick of area |S(s)|/2i(i > 0) in the preceding bricks.
Therefore, by Fact 3, the total occupied area in this bin is at least (|A|+ |B|+
|Cl|+ |Dl| −

∑
i>0 |S(s)|/2i)/2

√
2 + |s| > 1/6. Similarly, if an item s′ with edge

length no greater than
√
2/3 is packed into E or F , the total occupied area is

no less than 2/9. ⊓⊔
Theorem 3 The competitive ratio of the packing strategy PS2 is at most 4.5.

Proof. To prove this theorem, we will show, based on PS2, that either the total
occupied area in a bin is at least 2/9, or the total occupied area in two consecutive
bins is at least 4/9. Therefore, the average occupied area in each bin is at least
2/9. Consider the item sequence s1, s2, ..., sk−1, sk, sk+1, ..., where s1 is the first
item packed into bin I. Suppose s1 to sk−1 are all packed into I by PS2, and
sk+1 is not packed into I. We analyze the situation in packing sk. Let ek denote
the edge length of sk.
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– ek ≥ 2/3
The area of sk is at least 4/9, no matter where sk is packed, the average
occupied area in I and the next bin is thus at least 2/9.

– 1−
√
2/3 ≤ ek < 2/3

In this case, if sk can be packed into I, the occupied area is larger than 2/9.
Otherwise, there must be an item in I preventing sk from being packed into
the bottom-right corner.

• If the item is of edge length larger than
√
2/3 (it must occupy the bottom-

right corner and cover part of brick EF ), then the occupied area is at
least (

√
2/3)2 = 2/9.

• If the item is of edge length no larger than
√
2/3 and resides in E or F ,

then according to Fact 4, the occupied area in I is at least 2/9.
• If the item is of edge length larger than

√
2/6 and resides in C orD, then

from the packing strategy, this item is packed at the top-left corner in C
or D whereas sk is packed at the bottom-right corner of I. Therefore, the
total edge length of these two items is more than 1, and the total area
of these two items is no less than (

√
2/6+ x)2 + (1−

√
2/6− x)2 ≥ 1/2,

where
√
2/6+x is the edge length of the item. Consequently, the average

occupied area is at least 1/4, which is larger than 2/9.
• Otherwise, the item is of edge length no greater than

√
2/6 and resides in

Cr or Dr. From Fact 4, the total area of the packed items is at least 1/6.
The total area of items s1 to sk is thus at least 1/6+(1−

√
2/3)2 > 0.446,

and the average occupied area is larger than 2/9.

–
√
2/3 < ek < 1−

√
2/3

If sk can be packed into I, the occupied area in this bin is at least (
√
2/3)2 =

2/9. Otherwise, packing sk at the bottom-right corner of the bin results in
sk overlapping some packed item in brick E or F . If one of the packed items
is of edge length no less than

√
2/3, then the total occupied area in the bin

is at least 2/9. Otherwise, from Fact 4, the total occupied area contributed
by the items s1, s2, . . . , sk−1 is at least 2/9.

– ek ≤
√
2/3

If sk cannot be packed into this bin, then similar to the above case, the
occupied area in this bin is at least 2/9.
Otherwise, sk can be packed into I. But sk+1 cannot be packed into this
bin. Again, similar to the above analysis, the average occupied area in I is
at least 2/9.

Since the average occupied area in each bin is at least 2/9, the competitive ratio
of our packing strategy PS2 is thus at most 4.5. ⊓⊔

3.2 Lower Bound of The Competitive Ratio

Now we shall derive a lower bound of the competitive ratio for 1-space bounded
square packing. Roughly speaking, we use three types of items to derive the
lower bound.
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– Type-X has area slightly larger than 1/4.
– Type-Y has area slightly smaller than 1/4.
– Type-Z has sufficiently small area.

The high level idea underlying the lower bound proof is as follows: We construct
a sequence with n items of type-X , 3n items of type-Y and 2n/3 items of type-Z
such that we need n bins to pack the first n items of type-Y , n bins to pack
the n items of type-X , and 2n/3 bins to pack the remaining 2n items of type-Y
and 2n/3 items of type-Z. But for the optimal packing strategy, n + 2 bins is
sufficient. Specifically, one bin for packing the 2n/3 items of type-Z, n+ 1 bins
for packing all the type-X and type-Y items; in most of these bins three type-Y
items and one type-X item are packed together in one bin.

Theorem 4 There is no online algorithm with a competitive ratio less than 8/3
for 1-space bounded square packing.

Proof. Consider a sequence of items Y1, X1, Y2, X2, ..., Yn, Xn, Yn, Y
′, Y ′, Z,

3Y ′, Z, 3Y ′, Z ..., containing n type-X items, 3n type-Y items and 2n/3 type-Z
items. Let ǫ = o(1/n2).

Xi = (1/2 + (n+ 2− i) · ǫ, 1/2 + (n+ 2− i) · ǫ)
Yi = (1/2− (n+ 1− i) · ǫ, 1/2− (n+ 1− i) · ǫ)
Y ′ = (1/2− n · ǫ, 1/2− n · ǫ)
Z = (3n · ǫ, 3n · ǫ)

For the first part of the item sequence containing 2n items, any two consec-
utive items cannot be packed together into one bin. Thus, any online algorithm
will use at least 2n bins for the first part.

For the remaining part containing 2n type-Y items and 2n/3 type-Z items,
any four consecutive type-Y items cannot be packed together into one bin be-
cause of the intervening type-Z item. Thus, any online algorithm will use at least
2n/3 bins to pack the remaining items.

The total number of bins used by any online algorithm is at least 8n/3.
For offline optimal packing, Yi, Xi+1, Y

′, Y ′ (i < n) can be packed together
into one bin. X1 can be packed into the n-th bin, while Yn, Yn, Y

′ can be packed
into the (n+ 1)-th bin. The type-Z items can all be packed into the (n+ 2)-th
bin. Thus, the minimum number of bins used for packing all the items is at most
n+ 2.

Hence, the lower bound of competitive ratio is at least 8/3. ⊓⊔

4 Concluding Remarks

We have studied 1-space bounded 2-dimensional bin packing and presented on-
line algorithms for rectangle packing and square packing. For rectangle packing,
we derived an upper bound of 5.155 and a lower bound of 3. For square packing,
the corresponding bounds we derived are 4.5 and 2.667. These bounds surpass
the previously best known bounds. We feel that the gap between the upper and
lower bound is quite big in both cases. We thus propose closing these gaps as
open problems for future research.
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